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State of the art at General Dynamics is a state of
mind. More than technology or hardware, it is a way
of viewing everything in terms of the future and
finding the means to turn new ideas into reality.
This vision has helped General Dynamics
become a world leader in aerospace, electronics,
shipbuilding and other areas — and has opened up
many diverse opportunities today for college

graduates with degrees in Electrical. Mechanical.
Computer Engineering and Computer Science Math.
We'd like to show you the benefits of starting your
career with us. Send your resume to Sue Shike,
Corporate College Relations Administrator, General
Dynamics Corporation. Dept. EC, Pierre Laclede
Center, St. Louis. MO 63105.
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The cost of travel is costing some business
people sleep. But we can put your worries
to rest.
At Days Inn" motels, you get a clean,
comfortable room with two double beds.
Color TV. Direct-dial phone. A pool. And a
convenient restaurant. For an average of 20

to 30% less than Holiday Inn room rates in
the same areas.
We're one motel chain where American
business can afford to relax.
For 24-hour reservations at all Days Inn
motels call free: 1-800-325-2525. In Atlanta
call 320-2000.

MAKING AMERICA COMFORTABLE WITH PAYING LESS. I PAYS I
c 198? Days Inns of America, Inc
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you're in Atlanta for a Tech
Guest Quarters. When
game, Homecoming, or just visiting friends, Guest Quarters
welcomes you.
Only suites,
You'll feel like a special guest
with
we believe Tech
only the best forpeopleus,arebecause
special.
you'll love the spaciousGeorgiaTech. ness And
of our suites, each with a
separate bedroom, living room,

dining area, and kitchen. You can
cook in, or be catered to by our
outstanding suite service.
All this for the price of just
a single room in any other firstclass hotel, whether you're staying a night or the weekend.
For reservations and information, please call toll free
800-424-2900.
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ust over ten years ago, the leadership of Georgia Tech
embarked on a journey into the future. Always mindful
of the Institute's past accomplishments and proven
traditions, these leaders chose a particular path toward certain
goals: a major increase in graduate enrollment, measurable
improvement in faculty credentials, and rapid expansion of
research activity. The route was not well-traveled, but it has
led Tech to a position of national and international
prominence in technological education and research.
After a decade of steady progress, it seems appropriate to
pause now to contemplate how far Tech has traveled and where
the journey leads from here. This special issue of the Georgia
Tech Alumni Magazine is dedicated to the past ten years of
efforts that have brought Tech to the forefront of similar
universities in our technological age.
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Joseph M. Pettit Fosters
Continuity and Leadership
By Gene Griessman

T

here was a time when university
presidents taught classes and
dealt with students and faculty
on a face-to-face basis. No more.
Today's big university presidents are
much like media personalities whom
mere mortals recognize on campus
halls and sidewalks from their photographs. In the ordinary course of events,
only big problems, big gifts, and big
people find their way to the president's
office; routine matters get handled in
channels. Michel's Law of Oligarchy
prevails, democratic intentions notwithstanding.
Tech's president understands these
constraints and he truly is very busy, but
he still takes pride in personally reading
appointment papers, talking with students brave enough to ask to see him,
chatting with alumni at the scores of
events scheduled each year for that purpose, and in making sincere efforts so
all the alumni feel they truly belong to
the Institute.
Joseph Mayo Pettit was born in
Rochester, Minnesota in 1916, the son
of a surgeon and a registered nurse. He
tinkered with radio as a youngster,
chose electronics over medicine as a
career, studied at the University of
California at Berkeley and at Stanford,
marriedFlorence Rowell Westin 1940,
fathered three children, worked on radar
countermeasures during World WarII
at Harvard's radio research lab, and
received a Presidential citation because
of it, chose the classroom and excelled at
it, wrote scholarly articles and widelyused textbooks, worked his way through
the academic ranks till he became assistant dean, then dean of Stanford's
Engineering School, served in the post
for 14 years before Tech's summons
came. That was just over ten years ago.
Pettit is a quiet-spoken and philosophic man with an easy smile. He
expects respect and gets it, has opinions
and expresses them, does not suffer
fools gladly, demands a great deal of
himself, frets about the Institute's seemingly eternal drought of money, but is

hopeful, believes in the school and in
himself, could take attractive jobs elsewhere but doesn % enjoys sailing, photography, and travel, takes the long view,
is nota goodofboy. Insiders say he has
an uncanny ability to see to the heart of
a matter and to suggest ways of dealing
with problems no one else seemed to
think of. He likes the connotations of
"first class;" in fact, the most striking
thing about the man may be his insistence
upon excellence.
Here are his candid thoughts about
Tech, the past, future, academia in
general and in particular, and himself.
What a President Does
There's a certain pro forma kind of
activity, which is important, but it requires that you have very good people
doing the detail work. So I guess one can
lead from that into saying that what
makes this place work really are the
kinds of people we have at every level.
I'm totally dependent in so many ways
on the kinds of people we have in those
jobs, so perhaps the most important
thing I do is to make sure that we have the
right people in the right jobs. And this
has to do with new appointments, with
promotions, with assignments and reassignments. It's something like orchestrating the talents and abilities and devotion of a wide variety of people right
down to the lowest level. One shapes the
future, I think, by the kinds of new
people that you hire, particularly in the
professorial ranks. You make this place
one kind of an institution or another
kind. So I play a — to me — very important role in the hiring of new faculty and
administrators, in the promoting and the
granting of tenure. I go over all those
papers myself. My own academic background is such that I know what I'm
looking at when I see those papers. Then
finally, I think, just by being here and
keeping at this over a period of time, you
provide some continuity that otherwise
would not exist. Students come and go,
and staff people, and even faculty come
and go. So providing continuity as well

as leadership is, I think, an important role.
How the Office of President
Has Changed
There have been power shifts. The
president, particularly during the '60s,
had the same responsibilities as ever, but
a greatly reduced authority to discharge
those responsibilities. Everybody wanted
to be in — the government, business,
faculties, students, and so on. That's
now being restored to presidents more,
but I think there's still a discontinuity.
The president's power to discharge his
responsibilities depends much more on
the power to persuade than it does in a
business organization or in a military
organization. You have to spend more
time consulting, conferring.
Is It a Good Job?
Yes, I believe s o . . . . It takes a lot of
patience, because things change very
slowly. That's where some long-term
continuity is important I contrast it with
the European system with elected chief
executive officers — vice chancellors,
as they're called in England, or rectors,
as they're called on the Continent —
where you serve two years. And my observation is that they're always just
counting the weeks on the calendar until
their tour is finished, and they go back to
being a scholar again.
Q. When was the last time you
thought about counting weeks on the
calendar and being a scholar again?
Pettit Well, I made that decision
some years ago. I became a full-time administrator when I became Dean of the
School of Engineering at Stanford in
1958. So that's when I made the conscious decision. For many, many years I
could have very easily gone back, and at
the end of some 10 years or so as dean I
began to think about what I was going to
do after. I did not want to be dean for 24

Dr. Gene Griessman is a visiting
professor in the College of Sciences and
Liberal Studies.

"Perhaps the most
important thing I do is
make sure that we have
the right people in the
right jobs."
/.,,

years, something like that, so I considered going back into the classroom.
But by the time I'ddone 10,12,14years
as an administrator I began to see that
I'd learned a great deal in that time
about how organizations work, academic
organizations, and if I went back into the
classroom (which I enjoyed very much
— I was a full-time professor with Ph.D.
students, graduate courses, undergraduate courses for 11 years) I would
not utilize what I had learned since. I'm
a great believer that an academic president has a great advantage if he has been
a successful performer in the classroom,
in the research lab, in the publishing
media, in his professional societies, and
he knows what the institution is about.
Then he can exercise leadership. But
there's a lot more you learn on top of
that. That's what I wanted to continue

using. But I did not really make up my
mind about what I would do until the
opportunity to come here opened. I had
made up my mind, in fact, after the
troublesome days of the '60s, with the
Vietnam dissension, when presidents
were being chewed up pretty rapidly,
that I probably wouldn't want to be a
president But times began changing,
and Georgia Tech is a special kind of an
institution, so I decided this would be an
all-out effort to try.
Problem-Solving
I try to anticipate where the dissensions and differences are. We haven't
had anything like we had in the '60s. We
had a president who came to Stanford,
and after 18 months he gave up on the
job and was succeeded by a man who
did survive. The times required a

General Patton, if you want to use an
analogy from World War II, at that
moment. And he was a General Marshall
type. He was a long-range planner who
had been a very successful president for
6 or 7 years, but he could not survive on
the battlefield — and that's really what it
was. So I think you need different people
at different times.
Q. That's an interesting analogy on
Marshall and Patton. If you had to
compare yourself, what type leader
would you say you have been?
PettitWell, I'm the General
Marshall type.
Q. Do you think you could have survived as a battlefield commander?
Pettit: I would have found it hard.
You have to think fast, to be articulate.
You have to be shouted at and not shout
in quite the same way but be just as fast.
It was a different day, and we don't need
that now.
Q. What is the skill Marshall has?
Pettit Well, he has to see a large,
complex situation, and he has to see
some goals that are distant and that will
take maybe more time than he will have
to achieve them. And to carry on a path
so that someone else can carry it further.
He doesn't have to worry about surviving today — he can build slowly and
well. If the circumstances are such that
you can't do that without surviving
today because you won't be here tomorrow — that's a different mentality and
set of skills. These are not in conflict.
You can have people who combine them.
Goals for Tech
I'd like for Georgia Tech to be
regarded as a top-rank institution in all
dimensions of a first-class public university, limited only by the range of disciplines that we offer. There are diverse
universities: I'd include the University
of California at Berkeley — where I
graduated and taught — the University
of Illinois, the University of Michigan.
These are top, nationally recognized
public universities. We could be top
rank — in our fields.

"Every person has within
him something of great
value, and a real service is
to bring that out."

Q. Are we already there?
Pettit No, we're not. Of course it's
hard to say that we're not, but we
a r e n ' t . . . There have been various
studies of various kinds that give some
indications. First of all you'd have to
say, in what? Because you're not uniformly strong. No university is. The
various studies that have been done
have looked at doctoral programs. At
that level we're pretty new in the business — we didn't award our first Ph.D.
until 1950, whereas schools like Yale
awarded theirs in 1875 and others subsequently. We rank maybe in the top 30
in various fields. I believe that in some
ways we are quite good. We would be
ranking fairly high in electrical engineering — it's a good field for us here —
perhaps in the top 10, somewhere in that
range. In engineering, of course, there
are 250 accredited engineering colleges,
and if you're in the top 20 you're pretty
high.
Q. Do you see Georgia Tech as
being in the top 10 by the end of the
century?
Pettit We could be. I'd like to see us
in the top 20 in both sports and in
academics.
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Athletics
We're in a good conference, with
other schools with high academic standards — Virginia, the University of
North Carolina. We suffer from the fact
that we're smaller and more limited in
offerings, and we don't have easy courses
for athletes... we can't cater to the
wide range of student interests that they
can. I think football is an interesting
question. It is very costly. It can pay its
own way, and for a long time it supported — not only here, but other places
— the rest of the athletic program. Now
we do well for football and basketball to
support themselves. But in the Atlantic
Coast Conference the revenues are good.
There's a big public interest in sports. I
don't know how long it will continue and
on what scale. Television has been a big
factor in terms of converting a lot of that

interest into revenues for the colleges.
But balancing it out so that not only the
very top schools can survive, but for the
ones on down who have to serve as
cannon fodder for the big ones — we're
still working on that.
Q. Do you see Georgia Tech as
"cannon fodder for the big ones?"
Pettit To some extent I think we
may be. We're trying to set extremely
high standards on student athletes as
students and athletes. We're trying to
run a very ethical program in terms of
recruiting, and I think all those things
will make us have perhaps more modest
attendance. But we have had our good
times. I have been in institutions where
the academic standards are high —
Berkeley and Stanford — and they have
their days in the sun. And I think we
will too.
His Greatest Achievement at Tech
I think we've come a long way in
attracting new faculty who are outstanding. We're competing well nationally — we're trying to. I think we've
raised our horizons gradually to look at
ourselves as more than a Georgian and
Southeastern institution, attracting
faculty from all over the country — from
MIT and from California and so on. I
think that's good. I think I, and others
with me, have been a factor in that,
because we have come here from other
parts of the country and made it evident
that that was a quite reasonable thing to
do. There was something here. I think
we've improved and enlarged the
campus. We have not added very many
buildings in this last decade compared
with the previous decades. The money
from the state has not been forthcoming
to the university system. We've gotten a
reasonable share, but it's been very
slow. We still have serious needs. I think
we've attracted more and better students.
We had 77 National Merit Scholars 10
years ago, and now we have nearly 400.
And they're coming from all over.
Graduate Students
Why do we want more graduate stu-

dents? For many reasons. One is, as the
science and technology is more advanced, we have to have people at
higher levels of education in those fields.
Faculty can make better contributions
in their fields if they have graduate
students in their program and do a lot of
things that need doing. A good professor will have more ideas than he can
carry out by himself. It's been said that
graduate students make cheap labor. It
isn't just the cheapness — it's more
hands and more minds working on the
problem. It provides him with more help
in teaching undergraduates. It provides
a better teaching situation. There's much
to be done in laboratory work, where
graduate assistants can be very effective
and very helpful in marking the stacks of
papers. So it helps the teaching program
to have more graduates, and we have not
achieved that yet
Hate Mail
I received a lot during the early days,
particularly surrounding athletics, and
quite a bit at various times in the academic areas. I don't enjoy it. I'm not a
thick-skinned person. I have to remember, however, that they are not addressing me personally: they're addressing
the office.... I don't enjoy them, and I
do not feed on them. You have to take a
balanced outlook and not get too caught
up in denunciations — and at the same
time not get too caught up in the praise
that comes. I've had a lot of praise too.
I've had good things said about me and

President Pettit confers
with his staff at their
weekly meeting.

about my administration. That's fine.
And I just have to discount that a little
better than I discount the hate mail!
Foreign Languages, Humanities,
and Social Sciences
Within the faculty we have the
degree-granting programs that everyone
expects to find here — say electrical
engineering or physics or computer
science. But I also feel that it's important
that we have the humanities and the
social sciences. We are educating future
professional leaders of this nation, who
will go through with a degree in engineering or management or science or
architecture. But I will hope that they
will serve very broad roles. So they must
have this broad background, and I'm
pleased when I see that our enrollments
are remaining high in modern languages,
in the humanities courses, even though
the courses actually required are not
that many. So, as I say, I feel that I have
to make progress on a balanced front.
His Greatest Frustration
I had hoped that we would have
made more progress in the physical
plant in housing the academic units that
are not well-housed now. There's quite a
disparity. We are an old institution, and
some of the buildings are very old. And
the faculty occupying them have quite
inferior space, and there's been not
adequate money coming from the state
even to maintain them in working condition, let alone keep them remodelled
internally. I have been disappointed that
we haven't made more progress in graduate enrollment. That's been a result of
the national situation, where fewer students were enrolled in undergraduate

programs in engineering and science
during the late '60s and early '70s.
There have been fewer coming out of the
pipeline, and the industrial employment
picked up at a time that it gobbled up
those that were coming out. So the graduate pipeline has been very thin, and
graduate enrollment has been too low
across the country. And it's hurting us
now, because it's giving us a shortage of
new Ph.D.s to become faculty. And
they're going into industry because of
the great need. That's been a real disappointment. . . . I'm disappointed that
our faculty hiring has not been able to
keep pace with the resurgence in enrollment. We have good students in our
fields. There's been a shortage of money
and a shortage of faculty people out
there. And I've insisted that we keep
high standards and not just hire people
to have numbers. And they're doing it,
but the build-up has been slow. Build-up
generally has been unbalanced. We've
had more undergraduates corning in
than we should have. It's making large
classes and large student/faculty ratios.
Most Satisfying Honors
I was pleased to get the President's
Certificate of Merit for the World War II
work. I know that many people got that
award, but it was quite unique. There
were only 4 of us at Stanford, I guess,
that got that award. And I was later, in
19541 believe, elected as a fellow of the
Institute of Radio Engineers, and that
was a very select group in that elected
grade of membership. In 19671 was one
of the third year's crop to be elected into
the new National Academy of Engineering, which at that time I think had
only a couple of hundred members out

of perhaps a million engineers in the
country. Those probably were the
greatest honors professionally that came
my way. I was active in the American
Society for Engineering Education and
was elected its president in 1972.1 was
pleased with that, and that was a service
opportunity as well as recognition. Of
course, I consider being chosen as
Georgia Tech's president one of my
greatest honors.
Favorite Quotations
I learned a great deal from my predecessor as Dean of Engineering at
Stanford, Frederick Terman, whose
name is bandied about as being the
prime force in the founding of Silicon
Valley. He was head of electrical engineering when I first met him and was my
Ph.D. professor. I learned a lot from him
about how we build up, as he did in the
immediate post-World-War-II era, a
good engineering school. Such as, "You
can't be good in everything, so you
should pick a few things." His analogy
was that a city is known not for the
average height of its buildings but for its
skyline, which usually contained a few
distinguished peaks of excellence. And
so it was with an academic unit — pick
out a few things. But then he also said it's
important which ones you pick. And he
mixed metaphors and went on to say,
"Pick those that are situated by the
mainstream of events in the field of
engineering."
I quoted in my inaugural address
President Conant of Harvard, who said
that "nine times out of ten the normal
forces working within any special segment of the university make for a good
appointment, but against an excellent
appointment" And he went on to quote
his predecessor, President Lowell, who
said, "The surest way to ruin the university is to fill it with good men."
Work and Leisure
I am the kind of person that I don't
have to draw any sharp lines between
what is work and what is not work. I

li

enjoy the kinds of things that my work
involves, and I don't regard it as totally
foreign to think about them on weekends.
My travels have always been a mixture
of work and pleasure, and my working
week is that way. I don't have to have
long vacations or times of rest. I guess
the analogy is that in the human physiology you have basically two different
kinds of muscles — muscles that require
periods of rest at night, but other muscles
muscles, like the heart, that rest and work
every cycle. So I get rest in my work
every day. I swim. Through the generosity
of one of our alumni, there's apool'atthe
house now. I swim twice a day, morning

and night, and get good exercise that
way, which I enjoy. So my daily and
weekly routine is a curious amalgam of
work and pleasure. This may not suit
everybody, but it does suit me.
Guiding Values
I have values that are a mixture of
some of the things in my background —
religious in some cases, examples in
other cases. My father's family were
members of the Quaker church, but he
was basically not a practicing, active,
religious observer. Yet his life had all the
values that were involved. I think the
worth of the individual is great. Every

person has within him something of
great value, and a real service is to bring
that out, to try to give everyone an opportunity to express himself. I feel that I
have had that opportunity. I've been
very fortunate in my career. I was in
college and graduated during the depths
of the Great Depression, and I've had
the experience while I was in college of
seeking part-time jobs and pounding the
pavement and having disappointments.
But since my graduation I've been very
fortunate in my employment. The jobs
have sought me, and not I them. So I'd
like to see everybody have this oppor-

First Lady Gives Skill and Energy
t o t h e Presidential Partnership
By Jill Sewell Bryant
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hen asked to characterize the
First Lady of Georgia Tech,
Mrs. Florence Pettit, friends
and acquaintances respond with adjectives such as stately, dignified, elegant,
gracious, lovely, caring, polite and
personable.
And she is certainly all of those
things. As a professional university
president's wife, Mrs. Pettit is wellskilled in the art of making people feel
comfortable and takes a keen interest in
the wide range of topics represented by
the individuals who make Tech the
reputable institution that it is.
She and President Pettit open the
doors of their white-columned home on
1 Oth Street numerous times during the
year to entertain alumni, administrators, faculty and their spouses, student
groups, the Board of Regents, members
of the legislature and other groups to
give them an opportunity to get to know
each other in a relaxed setting or to
provide a place where they can retreat
and take care of business.
Tech's first lady feels such get to-

gethers are cornerstones in building good
relations at Tech. "It's important in that
people feel better if they can meet
outside of their office buildings and
know people outside of their particular
subjects or fields of study," she says.
And it's also a good way of letting
people know they're special, she adds.
"We care about every person at Tech.
We care about our city and state as well,
as our alumni are proving wherever they
are, even abroad."
Unlike many college and university
president spouses who have chosen to
split their careers as first lady or "first
man" with a career outside of the home,
Mrs. Pettit devotes her full energies to
her work as a central part of the Tech
administrative team. She finds her
greatest challenge is "preparing, organizing and thinking of details," for the
numerous functions to be held in her
home, which she coordinates with other
members of the Institute staff. "I have
wonderful assistants and I could do very
little without them," she says gratefully.
"And we don't repeat. While events

are called 'coffees,' 'luncheons,' 'dinners'
or 'receptions,' there is never a sameness
of experience. And because each person
is unique, we take that into consideration.
But Mrs. Pettifs responsibilities in
the presidential partnership go much
further than entertaining — she is also
entertained; participates in various campus activities, promoting g(xxlwill with
her sincerity and warmth; accompanies
President Pettit to professional and educational exchange meetings, such as the
Tech delegation's trip to China and Japan
last April, and trips to Russia, Taiwan,
Bangkok, Australia, Bulgaria, South
America, Mexico and Guatamala; and
has co-hosted with her husband visits of
prominent figures such as former governors George Busbce and Jimmy Carter,
and later. President Jimmy Carter and
first lady Rosalynn.
Though such a schedule is enough to
unnerve the hardiest purveyors of hosJill Sewell Bryant is the managing editor
of The Whistle, the official news publication
for the Georgia Tech community.

"I'd like for Georgia Tech
to be regarded as a
top-rank institution in all
dimensions... limited
only by the range of
disciplines we offer."

of college presidents not making it. So I
think I went through a period of considerable uncertainty about how this
was going to go. Probably my day-to-day
behavior would reflect that As time has
gone on I have felt that these are good
people and that they have accepted me
and I have accepted them. It's a more
Joe Pettit and Tech
You come into a whole new environ- comfortable relationship and I can
ment, a whole new set of people. You probably do better and accomplish even
have to try to understand them,fitin, be more. So I would suspect that I must be
accepted. And your appointment doesn't different. I can't see it, of course. Others
necessarily mean acceptance of your could tell you much better. But I seem to
objectives. You're not sure that you can feel much more at home here, proeven do the job. As I said, I came in at a fessionally and personally and every
time when there was plenty of evidence other way.

Intuition
I think intuition is probably something that you are born with, to a great
extent I can see things that others won't
see in a situation — relationships or
alternatives. I'm not saying I'm better
than anybody else — don't misunderstand that—but I see time and again that
I can perceive something that needs perceiving and that others haven't. And I
hope that would be the case, because
that's what's expected of me.l

to know them personally and professionally gives her the most satisfaction.
"They're all so much fun and I enjoy
working with them," she says of her
Tech friends.
Graciousness, a love of people and
belief in the importance of education
have always been a part of Mrs. Perth's
life. A college education was inevitable
for the daughter of a mother who taught
science and a father in banking. After
her mother's death when she was only
15, Florence Rowell West went to live
with her uncle, a high school principal,
and his family, where she and her three
cousins attended school under his
watchful eye.
Her education continued at the Univesity of California at Berkeley where
she graduated (the same year as her
soon-to-be husband) with a degree in
United States government, history and
literature, with minors in history and
education. Upon graduation, Mrs. Pettit
pursued a special certificate in library
science at San Jose State College (now a
university) and became a high school
librarian for one year before marrying
Joseph Mayo Pettit in 1940. Three children (and eventuallyfivegrandchildren)
gradually became part of her life, while
she also became part of an educational
team — first as professor's wife at

Berkeley and Stanford University, and
later as dean's wife at Stanford, where
the Pettits worked for 25 years.
When the couple decided "it was
time for a change" in 1971, they came to
Georgia Tech and stepped up to new
roles, as president and first lady. In her
new capacity, Mrs. Pettit found that
there were "many more personal contacts" and along with this came more
correspondence and other responsibilities which she has at times handled
without a secretary.
Looking back on how the role of
women on campus has evolved during
the past decade, thefirstlady says there
are "a few more" women in administration and on the faculty, but "probably
not enough yet. It makes a more complete assessment of any situation to
have the woman's and the man's point
of view.
"In the last 10 years there's been a
very dramatic change, and not only
men, but women have come to realize
that a woman needs the satisfaction of
having work, even if she has a family.
She also needs the work to get back into
when the family has grown, and so she
should be prepared. And after atfirstnot
understanding it really very well, I have
come to be in favor of it and want it to be
optional for everyone. " •

tunity for self-fulfillment Education, of
course, is great. You don't push anything on anybody. You present the student with educational opportunities —
which he may reject, or he may embrace,
and get full measure out of them.

pitality, Mrs. Pettit only laughs. "I just
don't think about stress. I don't have
: to think about what to do to relieve
.." But she manages to work swimming
ito her schedule, enjoys a good biography or history book, arranges flowers
1 her garden for most of the events in
her home ("I enjoy seeing that the house
las been livened up, it's more welcoming"), works with her husband on
reir houseboat when they have time off
agether. and expands her knowledge at
Every Saturday Club, which meets
to discuss historical topics.
But of all her activities, Mrs. Pettit
says "just being with people" and getting
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Meeting the Challenge
of Academic Excellence

U

nlike most American universities during the last three
turbulent decades, Georgia Tech
has not tried to be all things to all people.
It is an institution of well-defined disciplines, carefully conceived curricula,
and deliberate intentions.
And, in part, because Georgia Tech
has not chosen to be all things to all
people, it has achieved excellence in
those disciplines which it does offer.
14

Through its Colleges of Engineering,
Georgia Tech has enjoyed a promiScience and Liberal Studies, Manage- nent reputation among science and techment, and Architecture, Georgia Tech nology schools for many years. It has
now offers programs of study leading to long been considered an eminent
twenty-six undergraduate degrees, thirty academic institution. During the past
master's programs, and twenty-one decade, that reputation has grown, and
doctoral programs.
Tech's prominence has attracted interThe stature Georgia Tech enjoys as national attention.
an institute rests on the stature of its
This look at Tech's colleges during
colleges — on how well the faculty of the past decade has been prepared in
'these colleges achieve the excellence to consultation with the deans of the respecwhich they aspire. And ultimately, their tive colleges.
stature rests on the quality of their
graduates.

"Because Georgia Tech \
has not chosen to be all
things to all people, it has
achieved excellence in
those disciplines which it
does offer."
i ••
College of Architecture
The past ten years have been a momentous decade for the College of Architecture. It is fair to say that a "new"
school has developed in that time, for
the present orientation, activity, and
directions for the school are very different from those of ten years ago.
In 19 7 2, the then School of Architecture, a unit within the College of Engineering, was characterized by a strong
orientation to undergraduate instruction,
following in the traditions of the School's
history. The four disciplines represented
in the School offered an undergraduate
professional degree in Architecture (5
years),
undergraduate
designated
degrees in Building Construction (4
years) and Industrial Design (4 years),
and a graduate professional degree in
City Planning (2 years). A graduate professional degree in Architecture was
also offered, but it was a small program
subscribed to typically by from 5 to 15
students. The School was experiencing
exponential growth in enrollment, from
about 550 students in 1970 to a peak of
934 students in 1974, 673 of whom
were enrolled in Architecture.
The programs and students were
housed in a building designed for such
programs, but designed for a capacity of
350 students. Much use of satellite
space around the campus had to be
made, and the architecture students in
particular were widely dispersed. This is
a fundamentally significant factor for an
architecture program, for the reason that
60 percent of the students' work is in
design "studios," or labs, where they
spend many day and night hours at work
over their drawing boards. The standing
joke at that time was the architecture
students got to know Georgia Tech
better than any others, because they
would "live" in almost every building on
campus during their years of study.
The total research budget for the
School in 1972 was $10,280. Of this,
none was for sponsored research. Without a tradition of research in the field of
architecture, with a resulting infrastruc-

ture for funding projects and publishing
results, Georgia Tech's program, like
nearly all others in the country, was
strongly oriented to professional practice
as the mode for creative work by its
faculty. The model followed resembled
more closely that for medicine than that
for engineering.
With urging from an accreditation
report in 1971, and from Dr. Tom
Stelson, then Dean of the Engineering
College, the faculty proposed the establishment of a new curriculum structure
for the architecture program. It would
follow a "4 + 2 " format, with a fouryear undesignated undergraduate degree
followed by a two-year graduate professional degree, the Master of Architecture. This new curriculum was adopted
in 1973, and was a major source of
change within the School. Since the
professional degree was now a Master's
Degree, a shift of emphasis from undergraduate to graduate work began. Also
in 1973, and also from Dr. Stelson's
initiative, Dr. John Templer was appointed to the faculty. His was the first
appointment which signalled and enabled

the establishment of professional research as an activity component of the
School.
Dr. Joseph M. Pettit provided insightful and creative leadership when he
took Presidential initiative in the establishment of the School as a College of
Architecture in 1975; it became the
fourth College at Georgia Tech. Dr.
Vernon D. Crawford, then Vice President for Academic Affairs and now
Chancellor of the University System,
served as Acting Dean of the new
College during 1975-76; a national
search resulted in appointment of
William L. Fash as Dean in July, 1976.
This appointment coincided with the
retirement of Mr. P. M. Heffernan, who
had ably guided the School for nearly
two decades as its director.
Enrollment growth, adoption of the
"4 + 2 " curriculum, initiation of research activity, and the change in status
from a School within Engineering to a
College of Architecture, were the four
major factors precipitating the momentous change which has occurred during
"the Pettit Years." Additionally, in the
Fall of 1980, the College's students
were all brought back together again,
with occupancy of a 57,000 square foot
building addition.
In the latter half of the past decade,
all four degree-granting programs in the
College have undergone substantial re-
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vision and improvement, and research
and extension activity have greatly increased. Initiation of a Ph.D. Program
in Architecture and Planning has been
proposed, and is to be reviewed by the
Board of Regents in December 1982.
Under Dr. Templer's leadership, and
with encouragement and support from
Dr. Pettit and Dr. Stelson, the research
program has grown from zero sponsored
dollars in 1972 to more than $500,000
in 1982. This is a pioneering effort
seeking to establish a research tradition
among schools in Architecture; the program's only peers at present are MIT
and Berkeley. The research activity has
been a significant factor in improvement
of the quality of the instructional programs as well. Along with mid-70's
increases in State funding, it has enabled
appointment of outstanding new faculty,
who have brought new dimensions and
new standards of inquiry to the students'
experience.
Despite the difficulties and frustrationsfromthe present budget crisis, the
future for the College looks bright, and
its people are optimistic. The years
under Dr. Pettit have been a transformation of the school which is continuing,
and which holds promise for outstanding
accomplishment in the future. The
1981-82 accreditation report for the
architecture program is markedly different from that ofl971-72. Its summary
expresses the effects of changes that
have occurred during Dr. Pettit's leadership of Tech: "In summary, the Visiting
Team observes that the first professional
degree programs under review at Georgia
Tech are extraordinarily good, and in a
position to demonstrate greatness."

College of Engineering
The decade has been one of substantial
progress in the College of Engineering.
Georgia Tech's largest college has advanced in many areas while at the same
time experiencing concomitant problems
which accompany dramatic growth.
Nevertheless, the college has achieved
its goal of providing quality education
while offering valuable service to the
community and performing innovative
research. Tech's position among the
major engineering colleges in the country
is a source of pride for the Tech
community.
While cold statistics do not always
reveal the complete picture they are,
nevertheless, significant bench marks by
which the growth of the college can be
measured. For example — Georgia
Tech's College of Engineering has the
second largest undergraduate enrollment
in the nation, topped only by Texas
A & M. From 1972 to 1982 that enrollment increased 54 percent from 4,280
to 6,603 and at the same time graduate
enrollment jumped from 357 to 1,213, a
dramatic increase of 240 percent. There
was a 69 percent increase in the number
of degrees awarded. Of special interest
has been the increase in engineering
degrees granted to women and minority
students. In 1982,259 women received
degrees compared to 6 in 1972 and 92
minority members were granted degrees
compared to only 2 in 1972.
The scholastic ability of the College
of Engineering student body has also
increased during the past decade. One
but of every 14 National Merit Scholars
who enrolled as a college freshman in
engineering in the entire country fall

quarter 1981 attended Georgia Tech.
One out of every fivefreshmenNational
Achievement Scholars majoring in engineering attends Georgia Tech.
There has been a tremendous increase in the recognition and esteem
accorded Georgia Tech's Engineering
College in the past decade. The college's
fine reputation stems in part from its
faculty, which combines high-level
academic and research training, strong
professional orientation and substantial
experience in professional practice.
Ninety-two percent of the 247 full-time
faculty members hold doctoral degrees.
Virtually all have done significant research and writing. Several of this
number have been honored in the past
decade by being elected to the presidency of prestigious national professional societies. Among these are —
Joseph M. Pettit, ASEE; William M.
Sangster, ASCE; Joseph L. Pentecost,
National Institute of Ceramic Engineers;
Stothe P. Kezios, ASME; W. Denney
Freeston, Fiber Society; John A. White,
HE; Justin A. Myrick, Hospital Management Systems Society; and John L.
Lundberg, Fiber Society.
The College of Engineering's research programs continue to grow. It
ranks fifth in the nation among all universities in the level of sponsored research with approximately 10.8 million
dollars in such expenditures. This is a
remarkable 416 percent increase since
1972. All of the schools in the college
have significant on-going research programs and these have led to the formation
of several unique centers. Recently announced was the Center of Excellence
in Rotary Wing Aircraft Technology in
the School of Aerospace Engineering.
The U.S. Army selected Tech's proposal as the best of 17 received for such
a center. Tech has been involved in
rotary wing research for almost 50 years.

The National Science Foundation has
awarded a grant to the College's School
of Industrial & Systems Engineering to
establish a Material Handling Research
Center whose research results will ultimately improve handling, storage and
control of materials. Also, recently established is the Microelectronics Research Center. This represents an important and growing component of
Georgia Tech's research effort. It is a
cooperative activity among analytical
chemists, physicists, electronic engineers, computer specialists, device
designers and management experts.
No review of the past decade could
be complete without a brief glance at
where the College of Engineering hopes
to be in the years to come.
Succinctly stated, the goals of a 5year plan for the college are: (1) Reduce
instructional overloads, (2) Reorder programs and (3) Initiate new thrusts. To
accomplish these goals objectives which
need to be considered include: reduce
student/faculty ratio; change the enrollment mix (increase graduates, reduce
undergraduates); reduce the number of
courses taught by graduate assistants;
reduce class sizes; add 10 new faculty
and 3 support persons per year. (These
five objectives were brought on as a
result of a faculty whose numbers have
increased only 18 percent in the last 10
years, while college enrollment has increased 54 percent for undergraduates
and 240 percent for graduates and faculty
involvement in sponsored research has
increased 416 percent); spend $1 million per year to update instructional
laboratories; increase resources for
equipment maintenance; expand the
volume of sponsored research by 10 percent per year; and develop an efficient
on-line management information
system.
If even some of these objectives can
be met in the near future, the outlook for
the College of Engineering will continue
to be bright and the college will be,
through its teaching, research and service, a credit to the state and the nation.

College of Management
At the time Dr. Joseph M. Pettit assumed the presidency of Georgia Tech,
the College of Management installed a
new dean — Dr. Ferdinand K. Levy,
coming from Rice University in Houston.
Under Dean Levy's leadership the College embarked upon an active campaign
to upgrade the quahty of its faculty, the
primary objective beingtoobtain at least
one nationally renowned scholar in each
of the College's functional areas of instruction. These efforts, which culminated in the hiring of first-quality scholars
in the areas of finance, marketing, organizational behavior, management
science, and strategic planning, reached
their peak with the establishment of the
Fuller E. Callaway Professorship in
Accounting, a position now occupied
by Professor Eugene E. Comiskey,
who came to Georgia Tech in 1980
from the faculty of Purdue University.
At the same time these efforts were
being made to attract top senior faculty
to the College, a continuous move was
underwaytoadd and to retain only those
junior faculty members who on the basis

of their teaching and research capabilities
demonstrated the potential for developing into first-rate teachers and scholars
who could take their place confidently
alongside the core of senior faculty
members. This movement is continuing
up to the present time under the leadership of Dr. Charles E. Gearing, a 1952
Georgia Tech Electrical Engineering
graduate, who succeeded Dr. Levy as
Dean in 1978. The College of Management now has a well-rounded and highly
competent faculty at both the senior and
junior levels, consisting currently of 47
full-time members, 44 of whom hold
doctoral degrees from some of the
nation's most prestigious universities.
While this progress was being made
in upgrading the quahty of the faculty,
the student body in the College was
steadily improving in quality as well.
The number of incoming majors in
Management rose gradually throughout
this period, and the academic performance of the student body in general
showed steady improvement. It was
during this period that the number of
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graduate students in the College rose in
relation to the undergraduate student
body, the shift due in no small measure
to the general attraction of graduate students to a high-quality faculty. The
College's program leading to the Master
of Science in Industrial Management
degree was strengthened to the point
that it now attracts first-quality students
from all over the country. In more recent
years the College has developed a program leading to the Ph.D. degree in
Management.
Throughout the decade, the College
of Management has undertaken a
number of programs to involve Georgia
Tech in service to the community at
large. For example, at the request of
Lxjckheed-Georgia Company, the College instituted an on-site program for its
employees that led after 30 months of
continued study to the M. S.I.M. degree.
The program was well received by the
117 engineers who enrolled in it as well
as by the Lockheed management who
sponsored it In another area, the College
of Management has undertaken to work
through the facilities of the Center for
Media Based Instruction on the campus
to offer its graduate courses by television to various off-campus groups. In
recent years the College has been transmitting about one such course per quarter
through the facilities of this new medium.
Perhaps the most recent example in the
area of community outreach is the College's development of SZAM, an
acronym representing "Simulation for
Zealous and Ambitious Managers."
This program, developed by the College
of Management in cooperation with
business education coordinators in two
Atlanta high schools, enabled the teenagers involved to participate in a management game simulating the problems
and opportunities faced by business
managers in the course of their work.

well along in preparing to meet this challenge. Assisted by a generous grant from
the International Business Machines
Corporation, the College is at work
integrating a new computer system into
its instructional program. These new
facilities have already had a striking
impact on pedagogical methods used in
a number of courses at both the graduate
and undergraduate level, and one of the
major goals now before the faculty is
that of raising the computer literacy of
the students.
The gains the College has made
over this past decade have been aided
by the participation of business leaders
in Atlanta and the region through the
Management Advisory Council. The
thirty or so members of this group
activity are involved with the College's
faculty and administration in the development of programs in the areas of
curriculum, research, executive education, and others. Through the influence
of the Management Advisory Council,
the College's programs kept relevant to
the world of the professional manager.
The progress made during the past
decade under Dr. Pettit has placed the
College of Management in a superb
position to move forward into the next
decade ready to meet the challenge of
educating a new breed of manager,
equipped for decision-making assisted
by the latest in technological developments. The quality of the faculty has
never been so high, as testified by the
academic credentials its members hold
and the increasing volume of scholarly
output in the form of books and published articles in respected journals
throughout the country. And as a fitting
facility in which these activities will be
carried out, the new $ 10 irulhon College
of Management/Industrial and Systems
Engineering building complex now
nearing completion in the southwest
The College of Management is now i sector of the campus stands as a highly
on the threshold of a new era — the tangible, brick and concrete testimony
introduction of the computer into the to the genuine concern and interest of
area of information systems and manage- President Pettit in the mission of the
ment decision-making. The College is College.

College of Sciences
and Liberal Studies
For the College of Sciences and Liberal
Studies the past decade has been one of
development and maturation. The College expanded its main focus from undergraduate teaching to a more balanced
combination of undergraduate and
graduate teaching, research, and service to the professions. There was a
notable improvement in faculty quality.
Presently, 92 percent of our full-time
teaching faculty hold the doctoral
degree, 30 percent of whom hold their
doctorates from the following most
prestigious universities in the nation:
Harvard, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Stanford, Berkeley, Michigan, Princeton, Johns Hopkins, Yale,
Cal Tech, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
Cornell, Purdue, Columbia, Chicago,
University of North Carolina, and
Minnesota. Less than 4 percent of our
faculty hold their doctorate from Georgia
Tech. There has been a large increase in
participation of the faculty in the worldwide network of scholars, collaborating
at the forefront of knowledge. Their
work is exemplified by a prestigious
Guggenheim Fellowship awarded to
Professor Eugene Ashby, the Silver
Medal of the Royal Society of London,
presented to Professor Richard Browner,
and Professor Melvin Kranzberg's
tenure as President of Sigma Xi.
The educational endeavors of the
faculty show several new programs
which reflect technological and societal
developments as well as the needs of
students. Most notable are the B.S.,
M.S., andPh.D. degree programs established in the School of Information and
Computer Science. Currently, more
than one-half of the majors in the College
are in these programs. Also established
in the latter part of this decade were the
M.S. degree program in Science and
Technology Policy in the School of
Social Sciences, and the Ph.D. program
in Applied Biology. Finally, developments are well under way in the Humanities and Social Sciences to achieve
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a national stature commensurate with
the quality and prestige of our best
science and engineering units.
The explosive growth of modern
information technology has been reflected throughout the instructional and
research programs of the College and of
the Institute. At the Institute level, the
demand for computing time and power
has grown so rapidly that the three main
frame systems currently in use (CDC
CYBER 730 and 760 and IBM 4341)
are the ninth, tenth, and eleventh of the
past decade. Computer supported instruction has developed in Mathematics,

PhySics, Geophysical Sciences, and
Applied Biology in addition to Information and Computer Sciences. Illustrative
of recent instructional applications was
the 1979 grant by the National Science
Foundation of $210,000 to the School
of Mathematics for integrating interactive educational courseware, involving
both graphics and computational techniques, into the entire Mathematics curriculum. The results of this effort have
attracted national attention. In 1981,
the School of Information and Computer
Science received an award of $310,000
in equipment from the Hewlett Packard
Foundation to develop new integrated
classroom/laboratory techniques into
their curriculum.
One of the striking features of the
past decade for both the Institute and
COSALS has been the growth of external funding for the support of research
and instruction. The funding has aided
the faculty in making substantial contributions to basic and applied science and
to the transmission of knowledge. The
COSALS sponsored research and instruction expenditures, corrected for
inflation and excluding equipment purchases, have increased by 415 percent
By contrast, COSALS expenditures of
State funds, also corrected for inflation
and for all purposes except equipment
purchases, have increased 125 percent
during the same period.
A number of major new research
programs were initiated during this
decade, notably one in Atmospheric
Sciences, which has earned broad national recognition in the few years of its
existence. Research programs in Applied Mathematics and Computer
Science enjoy a similar visibility, while
those in Applied Biology and the Social
Sciences are rapidly developing.
Through its development and
maturation during the Pettit years, the
College of Sciences and Liberal Studies
has reached a potential from which it is
now possible to move rapidly toward the
realization of national centers of
excellence. •
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Student Enrollment

Growing Pains
The Cost of Pr< • J I I unence
By John Dunn
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n 1972, the bottom had fallen out
of the job market for aerospace
engineers, and Georgia Tech felt
the effects of this temporary slump.
Tech, which has always had selective,
exacting standards, and enjoyed a
greater demand for enrollment than it
could fill, suffered a slight drop in enrollment for the second straight year.
Enrollment for 1972 dropped from
8,125 in 1971 to 8,045, and dropped
the following year to 8,036 before
turning the corner. Since 1974, when
enrollment climbed to 8,205 students,
Tech has had no trouble meeting its
enrollment goals.
At the same time, Tech has maintained its high academic standards.
The average SAT score for students
entering Tech in 1972 was 1161.
Although the SAT average dropped to
1140 in 1974, it has steadily increased
every year since. The average SAT
score for entering freshmen in 1982
was 1160.
The enrollment for the 1982 fall
quarter was 11,396 students, and could
have been much greater. Georgia Tech
receives four times as many applications for admission than it canfill,said
Jerry Hitt, director of admissions.
In the fall of 1972, Tech admitted
1,268 freshmen. The number of freshmen steadily increased until 1979 when
an all-time high of 1,892 freshmen
were admitted. The administration
began leveling off the number of freshmen to be admitted and in 1982, the
fall enrollment stabilized at 1,760.
Several major trends have developed
during the past decade; an emphasis on
increasing the number of women and
black students at Tech and an emphasis
on the graduate program.
In 1972 there were 449 women at
Tech, and a growth pattern had already
been established. Three years later, the
number of women attending Tech had
doubled to 1,071. By 1980, that figure
also doubled to 2,179 women. The
Institute reached a high in the fall of
1982 when 2,421 women enrolled.

Georgia Tech has also established now is to increase the number of PhD
a President's Scholarship Program to candidates and thereby improve the
attract outstanding students and to ratio of MS:PhD students, according
emphasize and promote academic excel- to administrators.
lence. The President's Scholarship
Admissions Director Jerry Hitt said
Program was initiated by gifts that that students from all 50 states attend
include a $250,000 grant from Southern Tech, and 43 percent of Tech's student
Railway System (the William Brosnan body is made up of out-of-state studentsScholarships) and a $300,000 con- an unusually high percentage and one
tribution from the M & H Ferst Foun- he said is desirable.
dation (the Robert H. Ferst ScholarTech's demands for excellence and
ships).
high standards not only pays off in the
Tech is now involved in a major expected dividends, but it also enhances
thrust to improve its graduate program. the Institute's public image.
Dr. Demetrius T. Paris, director of the
Hitt said Tech enjoys a unique repuSchool of Electrical Engineering, and tation. "Our reputation is that of a very
interim associate vice president for fine private college, comparable to the
Graduate Studies and Research, ob- exclusive Ivy League colleges. Visitors
serves, "It is clear that an increased are often very much surprised to find
level of sponsored research activity is that we are a public institution."
not sufficient in itself to achieve ...
The 10-year period has also seen
defined goals. For instance, during the an increase in the number of women
time period 1973-81, more than afive- who are majoring in engineering. In
fold increase in academic unit research 1972, only 34 percent of the women
awards was achieved, but the number were majoring in engineering, Hitt said.
of graduate degrees conferred rose by In 1982,57 percent of the women were
onlyfiftypercent during the same nine- engineering majors.
year period."
"Traditionally, two-thirds to 70
Dr. Paris said, "... emphasis must percent of the men major in engineerbe placed on achieving substantial ing," Hitt added. In 1982, 72 percent
growth in high-quality, student-centered of the men were in the engineering
research, on effecting better linkages program.
between graduate students and research
The number ofblack students attendfunds, and on creating an amiable en- ing Tech has also continued to increase,
vironment for faculty and graduate with 407 enrolled in 1976. By 1982,
students."
that number had grown to 702, approxiIn the fall of 1972, there were 1,45 3 mately six percent of the student body.
Based on figures for 1981-82,
graduate students at Tech, and in the
fall of 1982 the graduate students Georgia Tech led the nation in the
number of black students attending
numbered 2,111.
Many of the graduate students are in Tech in the National Achievement
the masters program. However, admin- Scholarship Program. A total of 107
istrators hope to convert the growing Achievement Scholars were enrolled
masters program into a solid base for at Tech last year.
PhD activity. Administrators say that
In addition to attracting outstanding
generally a university claiming to be black scholars, Tech has excelled in
research-oriented must have more attracting National Merit Scholars. In
PhD candidates enrolled than are 1981-82, Tech ranked number one
presently enrolled at Georgia Tech.
among all public colleges and universities
. The principal challenge in the in the country with the highest number
graduate study development at Tech (404) of National Merit Scholars
enrolled. •

"Since 1974, Tech has had no
trouble meeting its enrollment
goals. Tech now receives four
times as many applications for
admissions than it can fill."
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Research

Setting the Pace
After a Slow Start
By Mark Hodges

S
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tatistics often are misleading,
but there's no way to deny the
significance of this set of figures.
In 1972, research contracts at
Georgia Tech were signed worth $7.9
million. Ten years later, the dollar value
of research awards at the Institute had
climbed to an annual volume of $60.9
milhon — an increase which is almost
tenfold.
Obviously, Tech's research community has gone through a remarkable
period of transition. In a decade, an
institution which focused most of its
energies on undergraduate education
has broadened this base and developed
a diverse research program. In the
process, Georgia Tech has become the
nation's third largest university center of
applied engineering research, in terms of
dollar volume.
Even a short accounting of the Institute's research accomplishments during
the last decade is impressive:
The director of the United States
effort to build a fusion reactor is a
Georgia Tech professor, Dr. Weston
Stacey of the School of Nuclear
Engineering.
The Engineering Experiment Station
(EES), Tech's fulltime research center,
was selected by the Republic of Ireland
to run a new Irish research center which
is intended to bolster that country's high
technology economy.
Last year, the Army selected Tech's
School of Aerospace Engineering to
start a masters curriculum and companion research program in helicopter
technology. Sixteen major universities,
including Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, applied for this $5.8 million Army grant. Tech was rated the top
applicant and was the first school to
be funded.
How did this growth happen so
rapidly? Administrators at Georgia Tech
say that the nucleus for expansion was
in place on campus in the 1970's. What
was needed, they maintain, was more
administrative encouragement for research. This environment began to take

shape when Dr. Joseph M. Pettit became
Tech's eighth president in March 1972.
Tech started to intensively develop
its research program later than most
American engineering universities. The
end of World War II kicked off this
trend in many universities while Georgia
Tech remained primarily concerned with
undergraduate education. Gradually a
ferment began to build for a greater commitment to research at Tech, and that

1973, he was named Tech's first vice
president for research, and he has served
in that post since then, except for a year
as assistant secretary of energy in the
Carter Administration.
"The thing Dr. Pettit understands so
well is that research isn't something you
tack on to your academic program,"
Stelson explains. "It must permeate the
university. Involvement in research
keeps the faculty on the cutting edge of
knowledge and gives them a richer experience to transmit to students."
A number of administrative innovations have made it easier for research to
grow at Georgia Tech in the past ten
years. They include these key elements:
• The value of research and development has been accentuated. As Pettit
puts it, the administration has "let it be
known that research participation is expected and will be rewarded." The importance of R&D has been stressed in
other ways as well. Full-time researchers
have general faculty status, fostering
equivalency of status with the teaching
corps. And Pettit himself has let his own
estimate of the value of research be
known by the time he devotes to it
"He's gone out of his way to remain
available to the research community,"
says Dr. Donald Grace, director of
EES. "He's gone so far as to meet with
each of our laboratories when they were
developing their long range plans, acting
essentially as a consultant."
• Research has been integrated more
fully into the Georgia Tech educational
community. An important step in this
development was the creation of the
position of vice president for research
with budgetary responsibilities. Few
other schools invest this degree of authority in the chief administrator for
research, and this structure has insured
greater coordination of research activities of the academic units and EES —
and more communication.

was one of the reasons Dr. Pettit was
named president of the Institute. He is
the first chief executive at Tech with an
extensive previous background in research. The Board of Regents selected
him with the expectation that research
and development programs would be
upgraded.
How successful has Pettit been in
carrying out this mandate?
"I don't think there's any question
that from the standpoint of understanding
research, Dr. Pettit is the outstanding
president in Georgia Tech's history,"
says Dr. Tom Stelson, who has served
as Tech's vice president for research
during this past decade.
i Stelson speaks with special authority
oh this subject, having come to Tech the Mark Hodges is editor of Research
year before Pettit's presidency began as Horizons, a publication of the Engineering
dean of the College of Engineering. In Experiment Station.

"In 1972, research awards at
Georgia Tech were signed worth
$7.9 million. Ten years later, the
dollar value of research awards at
Tech had climbed to an annual
volume of $60.9 million."

• Recruitment of successful researchers has been stepped up and research experience has become more
important in faculty selection. "The new
faculty we've been hiring over the last
ten years brought in added capability for
research performance," says Pettit.
"And they were in many ways selected
with this in mind."
Georgia Tech has been more active
than many engineering universities in
recruiting research professionals. Dr.
Albert Sheppard, associate vice president for research, says that this policy
was particularly fruitful in the early
years of the Pettit presidency. At that
time, other engineering schools were not
hiring as extensively as Tech. As a
result, the Institute attracted some outstanding people who have become
leaders in the research program here.

• Having a president well known in
the international research community
has enhanced Tech's stature. Dr. Pettit
is one of the most outstanding figures in
engineering in the United States. His
book entitled "Electronic Measurements" (co-authored with F. E. Terman)
served as a classic in electronic engineering education research for more
than 20 years. Pettit has served as a
director of the National Science Foundation through the National Science
Board and has been named the winner of
the Founders Medal, one of the highest
honors granted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.
"He's highly visible personally and
this has helped us enormously," says
Grace.
Stelson agrees: "Dr. Pettit was the
most prestigious college dean of engi-

neering in the country when he left
Stanford University and accepted the
presidency at Georgia Tech. I think
most people were surprised that he
came here."
In 1972, Georgia Tech's base of research expertise was fairly limited. Tech
was well known in only a handful of
research fields, including materials development, aerospace engineering, radar
and millimeter wave technologies, and
basic chemistry, according to Sheppard.
In the intervening years, the areas of
distinction have broadened considerably.
In electronics, EES has built on its
pioneering work in radar and millimeter
waves, developing nationally-recognized
capabilities in defense electronics, antenna development, computer applica23

"The Department of
Energy selected the
Station as one of two
university R&D centers
which will conduct
advanced solar thermal
research."
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tions and communications. Much of this
research has been done for the Department of Defense.
Georgia Tech's mission of fostering
industrial development in the state of
Georgia has expanded. Tech now maintains eight regional field offices which
offer businesses and industries assistance
with technical and managerial problems.
This system h&s gained international
recognition. Recently, the Agency for
International Development hired Georgia Tech to develop a similar organization
in Egypt over the next four to five years.
The energy crisis in the 1970's
spawned a notable alternate energy program at Georgia Tech. The Department
of Energy (DOE) located a major solar
testing site on the Tech campus which is
now operated by EES engineers. DOE
recently selected the Station as one of
two university R&D centers which will
conduct advanced solar thermal research
during the next several years. Processes
also have been developed on campus
which employ fuel cells to remove sulfur
from coal gases. If implemented, these
technologies could replace costly sludge
removal systems. Biologists at Tech
also are working to find a bacterial weed
which could produce substances remarkably like hydrocarbons. These compounds might serve as viable petroleum
substitutes in industrial chemical
processes.
In the realm of computer technology,
Tech researchers have been active as
well. Engineers are building an unusually
reliable computer system to monitor
safety conditions in the control room of
a Georgia nuclear power plant Engineers have developed computer software which is being licensed by a number
of companies to provide computer-aided
design assistance in structural engineering. Georgia Tech also has patented the
first computerized energy management
system which can monitor and regulate
electricity consumption in multi-building
complexes.
In health and medicine, the School
of Chemistry is attempting to isolate an

extract of marijuana which could be
effective in glaucoma treatment Another
chemist at Tech has developed a laser
technique for early diagnosis of this
disease. Aerospace engineers are applying the laws of flight to blood flow
studies. The result is that diagnostic
techniques are being developed for early
detection of atherosclerosis (narrowing
of the arteries) and a circulatory defect
common in prematurely-born infants.
Finally, biomedical engineers have
made advances in thawing large body
organs for transplant, and they also have
built a unique antenna probe instrument
for measuring the response of various
tissues to radiation.
This brings us to the future and
specifically what the next decade holds
for Georgia Tech research. The overall
rate of growth has slowed down in the
last two years at EES, at least in comparison with the extraordinary levels of
expansion experienced in the late 1970's.
Fart of this deceleration is caused by
lack of additional available research
space, as Tech looks for ways to house
new programs. One possibility is a debt-

financed research building on campus.
Georgia Tech also is trying to increase its graduate enrollment and this is
one reason Pettit forecasts continued
growth for academic research units.
Recruitment of faculty will continue
to be a pressing concern. As Sheppard
points out, American universities graduate only about 2,700 doctoral candidates in engineering a year. At the same
time, normal attrition in engineering
organizations amounts to about 1,3001,400 Ph.D.'s annually. That means
that Georgia Tech is competing against
the rest of the country's employers for
1,300 new prospective engineers with
doctoral degrees.
Prominent among the new research
thrusts of the 1980's at Georgia Tech will
be microelectronics. This work has been
done at the Institute in the past, but last
year a Microelectronics Research Center
was organized on campus to co-ordinate
and expand Tech's efforts in this area.
Another promising growth area on the
horizon is biotechnology, a field which
includes genetic engineering. •

Public Service

Performance is
the Bottom Line

G

eorgia Tech began its public service role in 1908, just 20 years
after opening its doors, by establishing a night school to provide a professional education service for working
adults. Today that role is broader than
ever, and has increased dramatically
under the leadership of Dr. Joseph M.
Pettit One of the many public service
accomplishments at Tech during the
Pettit years occurred in 1975 when the
Georgia General Assembly created the
nation's first state center dedicated to
improvements in business and industrial
productivity.
Many of the services which Georgia
Tech provides, such as helping industry
to improve productivity, are implemented through the field offices, as part
of the charter of the Institute. These
extension services have grown significantly under Dr. Pettit and have become
a vital resource in the development of
the state's existing business and industry.
The areas of assistance have expanded
from technical and management consulting to economic development, industrial extension, energy conservation,
alternate fuels, and structural analysis.

This expansion, says Dr. Pettit, gives us
a "leadership role, nationally and internationally, in our field work with small
industry."
Another area of growth that has
paralleled the increasing trend in research is the Continuing Education program. While Continuing Education
began very early in the history of the
Institute, the scope of the program has
increased dramatically during the tenure
of Dr. Pettit With the concurrent increase in research, more engineers and
scientists have participated in short
course offerings and conferences, especially in electronics. This has further
enhanced Tech's reputation. The formation of a liberal policy of rewards for
the faculty has also given impetus to the
program and fostered greater utilization
of both the teaching and research faculties in updating the basic and advanced
knowledge, skills, and technical expertise
of individuals and groups from government, business, and industry. Another
program that has grown like Continuing
Ed is Industrial Education, which offers
framing and educational services to in-

dustrial firms and has been particularly
helpful to the textile industry. All of
these changes came about during the
Pettit aaminisfration.
Services to Georgia and the Southeast by Georgia Tech have produced a
wide array of technology-based programs, including one of the nation's best
safety and health consultation and environmental compliance services.
Another example is assistance in marketing, engineering, management, finance, and other areas provided by
Tech to companies affected by foreign
competition. And, a program to help
minority entrepreneurs and inventors
establish their own successful enterprises is also a successful Tech service.
Energy conservation, aimed at helping
reduce projected energy usage by Georgia manufacturers, is another technical
assistance service of Georgia Tech. All
of these programs came into existence
during the past decade and have further
enhanced Tech's reputation. This reputation of performance has made Georgia
Tech a model that has been applied
worldwide and gained for the Institute a
laudatory public service image.

Continuing Education courses help professionals keep pace with current trends and developments.
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Campus Environment

Laying the Foundation
for Tech's Bold Future
By John Dunn

T
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he cover story of the May, 1965
alumni magazine heralded
Georgia Tech's "bold future"
with the announcement of a 20-year
comprehensive development plan that
promised to dynamically transform the
campus.
"In a very real sense, the campus
will not only be vastly expanded, but the
old campus will be drastically changed
to bring it into proper orientation with
the new, and frankly — to give it order,"
stated the magazine article.
The comprehensive plan called for
doubling the size of the campus, developing a perimeter road to circle the
academic campus and developing zoned
areas for academics and administration,
housing and physical training, and research for the Engineering Experiment
Station.
The past 10 years of campus planning,
building, construction, and renovation,
have gone a long way toward making the
vision of 1965 the reality of 1985.
With an oversized campus map
spread before him, Dr. Clyde D.
Robbins, Vice President for Planning,
indicated buildings that have been completed or that are now under construction, and areas of renovation, with a
yellow marker. An orange marker traced
the perimeter road, 75 percent complete,
and short dashes indicated the uncompleted portion. Proposed construction
was marked in blue.
"The plan that was developed in
1965 was developed by consultants
with the campus community, and it was
a 20 year guideline for campus growth,"
said Dr. Robbins. "It-has been modified
both in the locations of buildings and in
the development of the thoroughfare
system for the campus. But by and large,
I would say 80 percent of that plan has
been implemented — including the west
campus urban renewal project and
much of the construction we have seen
since then.
"We're still following the modified
version of that plan," Dr. Robbins
added. "It's a working plan we have

called 'Plan for the Year 2000,' but in
many ways it's an extension of the 'Plan
for'85.'"
The past 10 years have realized
almost $40 million invested in the construction of new buildings, renovation of
existing facilities, landscaping, lighting,
the development of parking facilities, etc.
Some of the more significant construction projects include Fuller E.
Callaway IE Student Athletic Complex;
Arthur B. Edge Intercollegiate Athletic
Center; the new wing of the Architecture
Building; the Industrial Management
and Systems Engineering Complex;
Advanced Technology Development
Center, Phase I; new Police-Public
Safety-Personnel building; renovation
of the L. W. "Chip" Robert Alumni/
Faculty House; construction of a new
dormitory and major renovation of a
number of the older dormitories. Tech
also acquired O'Keefe High School,
renovated for the ATDC but slated to
become a research facility, and Couch
School, now a Music and Student Activities Building.
The 1965 plan also called for relocation of Hemphill Avenue, which cut
through the middle of the campus, and
development of a perimeter road around
the academic center. Tech built Tech
Parkway as a bypass route, and exchanged it with the City of Atlanta for
Hemphill Avenue.
"The development of a perimeter
road (Ferst Drive) was part of the concept of zoning the campus," Dr. Robbins
said. The area within the perimeter road
has been established as an academic
zone, he explained, and is based on the
10-minute walking circle, the standard
break between classes.
"The first concept of the zone is to
put academic buildings within the 10
minute walking circle and put a major
perimeter road around it," he said. "The
second basic element of that philosophy
i§ that you ring this perimeter with your
service activities — athletics, physical
plant, research, housing, recreation and
the like. That's generally the concept

that was followed. Ferst Drive, or the
Perimeter Road, is about 75 percent
complete."
"You develop the Perimeter Road
and that intercepts all of your traffic,"
Robbins added. "This whole area within
the perimeter would become primarily a
pedestrian campus and the parking that
exists will exist along the necklace of it.
The middle of it — which is now Electrical Engineering parking lot — eventually, if we pursue this planning concept,
would just be pedestrian quadrangles
and open space."
Dr. Robbins said Georgia Tech now
has a 320 acre campus and has been
able to acquire most of the land proposed
in the 1965 development plan.
"The biggest gap in the plan right
now is that we need to acquire the
remaining 35 acres in the northwest
campus," he said. "It's scattered residential, primarily, although there is a
major church there and some commercial activity there. And the big problem is the tremendous inflation in the
cost of land.

Construction projects
such as the
Intercollegiate Athletic
Center and the
Management/ISyE
Complex demonstrate
Tech's interest in
providing quality
facilities.

"The campus is blossoming and the
credit for that has to go to the president,"
Robbins said. "Dr. Pettit has been able
to find scarce funds and he's been able to
allocate them to keep this whole thing
moving. With a 320 acre campus, we've
got a lot of land to manage."
Dr. Robbins said President Pettit
has supported the idea of "a corridor
concept."
"We take our primary pedestrian
corridors and we do those right We
started three years ago with Techwood
Drive, where most of the students five
on east campus. We are doing the same
thing on Third Street that we did on
Techwood, removing a lot of the on
street parking, widening the sidewalks,
planting street trees, installing new lighting, brick work, etc. The concept eventually will be a pedestrian landscaped
corridor from East Campus all the way
to West Campus. It will be a primary

spine of pedestrian activity."
The master Plan for the Year 2000
would include a priority list of major
building projects, that includes $49 million in new academic and research buildings projects; $31 million in projected
housing needs; $3 million in auxiliary
enterprises; and $2.6 million in landscape projects. The budget for the Plan
for the Year 2000 is estimated to be
$80.5 million with an additional $25
million for research expansion.
"Two projects which have been
funded but which have not begun are
Phase II of the Advanced Technology
Development Center, and a $10 million
building called the Georgia Science and
Technology Foundation, Inc., a center
research building to be constructed with
industrial revenue bonds to be located
on 10th Street between Greenfield and
Dalney."

Another plan calls for renovation of
Grant Field.
"One of the more exciting projects is
to renovate Grant Field," said Dr.
Robbins. The plan calls for demolition
of the old South Stands, which are
wearing out, and in its place creation of a
new South Stands providing better seating, a retail shopping area, and a parking
deck. Plans also call for creation of a
retail shopping mall along Techwood
Drive under the East Stands.
"That's an $8 million proposed
project that we have only carried through
the conceptual stage, but if accomplished,
it would be a very exciting improvement
to that whole segment on the campus."
he said.
In addition to 1985 being the 20th
year of the development plan, it is also
the year Georgia Tech will be observing
its Centennial. Dr. Robbins said he
would like to see the proposed Yellow
Jacket Plaza, the plaza area at the
Student Center, developed into a center
for pedestrian activity including the
addition of fountains, a carillon tower,
and outdoor amphitheater.
"We think that is the ideal birthday
gift for the Institute, and we are considering naming it Centennial Plaza," Dr.
Robbins said. "We would like to have
the whole plaza in place as the location
for much of the celebration of the Centennial. It's central to the campus, it's
adjacent to the student center. It can
house a lot of people. It has an amphitheater where a lot of events could
occur. We feel that it could be the
centerpiece, like a birthday cake.
"I would like to see that in place.
The problem is that it is a $2 million
project, and we don't have $2 million.
So some time in the next 18 months,
we've got to raise the money, get the
planning and start construction in order
to have the dedication in 1985. We have
a lot of things in mind for the Centennial
celebration, but one of the biggest would
be to have Centennial Plaza designed,
funded and built. " •
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Traveling First Class via
the Annual Roll Call
By Ben Dyer

W
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hen the Georgia Tech
Alumni Association and
Georgia Tech Foundation,
Inc. launched the Institute's first roll call
drive in 1947 the purpose was not only
to raise money. There was a desire to
help Tech achieve its measure of
greatness.
In the first roll call letter to alumni,
Col. Blake R. Van Leer, Tech's fifth
president, observed: "What helps Georgia Tech helps you. Public appeal of the
training and education that you received
at Georgia Tech is dependent upon the
standing and prestige of your Alma
Mater in the world today and tomorrow."
This is as true today as it was then, of
course. And because we alumni in 1947
and through the succeeding years have
recognized our continuing obligation to
support Georgia Tech, we can take
special pride in the Institute's worldwide renown.
It is also interesting to note that in
the 1947 roll call campaign, a major goal
was for "every (alumni of) Georgia
Tech to participate to some degree
equivalent to his means."
And in 1947, alumni were urged to
"join hands with other ... Ex-Techs
and make ours THE Technical School
in the United States."
Because so many of us have committed ourselves to the realization of
these goals, your Alumni Association
has enjoyed unparalleled success in
helping Tech meet its growing financial
requirements. Roll call contributions
provide Tech's largest source of unrestricted gifts.
Ten years ago, in the 26th Annual
Roll Call the effort generated $865,954
from 18,312 participants for an average
gift of $47.29 and 48.8 percent participation.
The roll call surpassed $1 million in
contributions for the first time in the 31 st
annual drive (1977-78). Some 17,451
alumni participated (41.5 percent) with
an average gift of $58.19. Last year, in
the 35th campaign, nearly $1.6 million
was raised for Georgia Tech, but the

success of this record breaking financial
support was tempered by a drop in the
number of contributors. Although the
average gift rose to $99.33, participation dropped from about 40 percent
(17,696) the previous year to 33.7 percent (16,075).
We must be as concerned today as
we were in 1947 in attracting a high percentage of alumni to participate in our
roll call drive. Halfway through the
current campaign we show an increase
of 1,100 givers and have high hopes that
last year's downward trend has been
arrested. All alumni in some measure
share the benefits of these contributions
and all of us should join in to the extent
of our means.
This year we are observing our 36th
Annual Roll Call drive. It is a significant
and historic year because the Georgia
Tech Alumni Association has set a $2
million goal.
What we must realize as alumni is
that the need to raise this amount for
Georgia Tech is necessary and real.
Sixty alumni volunteers are working
on the 36th Annual Roll Call goal of $2
million, which represents a 25 percent
increase over last year's contribution
level of $1.6 million. Volunteers write
personal letters, make numerous telephone calls, contact other alumni personally and attend various telefund, club,
and committee meetings throughout
the year.
Fred Berman, class of '57, is an
example of an active Tech alumnus who
is assisting in the roll call effort. Through
writing a series of letters on his personal
stationery, by visiting with alumni to
discuss Tech's needs for support and by
some old-fashioned telephone prospecting, Fred has energetically and successfully started the new Endowment
Council (gifts of $5,000 and over) with
tremendous results. The annual goal for
this level was met at the midpoint of the
campaign, and the original projection
will likely be doubled.
Fred's success and enthusiasm reflect his days as a Tech track and field

star, and his current achievements as a
management consultant and part-time
Tech faculty member in the College of
Management.
A frequently asked question is: "How
is the roll call money spent?"
The roll call funds are Georgia
Tech's largest source of unrestricted
gifts. All roll call funds go to Georgia
Tech Foundation, Lie. and are used in
eight major areas: faculty development
(grants, travel), 23 percent; faculty recruitment (interviews, moving), 13 percent; faculty salary supplements, 16
percent; development and special
events, 16 percent; special projects (student development), 6 percent; president's
discretionary fund, 6 percent; and Foundation operating expenses, 4 percent.
Among those professors who have
received faculty development funds are
WilliamL. Green, assistant professor of
mathematics and Dr. John P. Uyemura,
assistant professor, electrical engineering.
In 1981, faculty development funds
assisted Green during a stay at Tulane
University.
"I found the visit both stimulating
and professionally enriching," Green
said. "The mathematics department at
Tulane maintains a topological algebra
seminar at which I spoke a number of
times. The resulting exchange of ideas
with Tulane faculty led to the revision,
with substantial improvements and
clarifications, of my two recent papers...
"In addition, the visit provided me
with a great deal of information about
the C*-algebraic bundles and with some
new applications for my work with Dr.
(Edward W.) Kamen, who is a professor
in our School of Electrical Engineering.
I expect that these insights will lead to
further publications and to a valuable
broadening of the scope of our research."
Dr. Uyemura observed that the
faculty development grant he received
allowed him to study areas of semiBen Dyer, IE '70, is chairman of the
36th Annual Roll Call Committee of the
Georgia Tech Alumni Association.

;

conductor devices and integrated circuits.
"Georgia Tech has recently created
the Microelectronics Research Center
which encourages cooperative efforts
among the various units within the Institute," Uyemura said. "Owing to the fact
that this field is intrinsically related to
electrical engineering, our school has
made a commitment to upgrade both the
curriculum and research in all areas
related to microelectronics. The emphasis on this development phase has
been directed toward providing a quality
education and initiating meaningful
research projects.
"The release time provided by the
faculty development grant was used to
concentrate on the budding of the overall

Among those professors
who have received
faculty development
funds are Dr. William
Green (left) and
Dr. John Uyemura •
(below).

program within the school...
"The work which I was allowed to Lawton M. Nease,
perform by receipt of the faculty devel- Ben Dyer, and Fred
opment grant should have a long-term Berman (l-r) assist the
impact on our programs and the reputa- Roll Call by volunteering
tion of Georgia Tech overall. We are at their time and efforts
all times deeply concerned with the for Tech.
quality of the education which our students receive, and also with the image of
the Institute: faculty assistance programs such as development grants allow
us an opportunity to turn our wishes into
reality for the advancement of the
Institute."
Roll call funds have also provided
Tech with the means of attracting
National Merit Scholars and National
Achievement Scholars.
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Tech ranked top among all public
colleges and universities in the country
in 1981-82 with the highest number of
National Merit Scholars currently enrolled as college students. In 1981-82,
Tech enrolled 404 Merit Scholars. It
also retained its number one ranking in
the number of National Achievement
Scholars with 107, (Isn't it nice . . .
highest number... number o n e . . . we're
doing well without Herschel Walker.)
"The fact that we attract National
Merit Scholars improves the image of
Georgia Tech among other schools,"
said William T. Lee, director of Financial Aid, "and by attracting highly
qualified students, Tech also enhances
its classroom environment."
National Merit Scholarships supported by roll call contributions range
from $500 to $2,000, Lee said.
Tech has experienced a shortfall of
several million in its minimum required
budget needs for this school year. And
that means that there is almost no money
for needed replacement and repairs of
equipment and virtually no professional
development funds for the faculty.
The burden is falling on private support to make up the difference.
To meet our $2 million goal, we
must have enthusiastic alumni support
of our roll call. We need to achieve a
much greater base of alumni participation. It is not an easy goal, and it
demands the hard work of many volunteers and a dedicated professional staff.
Many alumni have contributed in
helping Tech achieve its distinction as a
technological institution of international
prominence. That is the inheritance we
have received from alumni who set lofty
goals and lofty ambitions, beginning
with the very first roll call in 1947. And
it is our responsibility to maintain this
heritage and build on it.
I would like, as your roll call chairman for this year, to echo Col. Van
Leer's admonition to "join hands with
your fellow Ex-Techs and make ours
THE Technological School in the
United States. " •

Private Gift Support
Increases Dramatically
Total private gift support of the
Georgia Institute of Technology
has increased more than 320%,
from $2,498,544 in fiscal 1971-72
to $10,481,767 in 1981-82.
The Roll Call, the heart of
the Tech giving program, increased
99%, from $801,890 to
$1,596,801, from 16,075 donors.
Corporate support of the
Institute rose more than 411%
over the same decade, from
$706,215 in fiscal 1971-72 to
$3,610,736 in 1981-82. Grants
from private foundations increased

by $207,673, to $2,077,009
last year.
The Alexander-Tharpe Fund,
the Athletic Association's annual
giving program counterpart of the
Roll Call, increased from
$151,927 to $1,215,000.
The assets of the Georgia
Tech Foundation, Inc. have
increased by 420%, from
$5,435,589.51 to $28,260,623,
as of June 30, 1982.

Alumni Association

The Bridge Between
You and Tech
,' 3
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hen Dr. Joseph Pettit left
Stanford University and the
technology-rich Silicon Valley to become Tech's eighth president
in the spring of 1972, he brought with
him the vision of Georgia Tech and
Atlanta becoming a major center for
high technology.
And when President Pettit sought
support for his concept, he found the
Georgia Tech Alumni Association
more than responsive — the Alumni
Association's Committee of Twenty
adopted Dr. Pettit's vision as one of
its goals.
The result has been the creation of
the Advanced Technology Development Center, brought about by the
hard work of Dr. Pettit, Gov. George
Busbee and supportive groups such as
the Committee of Twenty.
"The Committee of Twenty played
a leading role in causing the Advanced
Technology Development Center to
happen — in preliminary planning
and in the lobbying effort," said John
Hayes, vice president of marketing for
ETECH, and a former chairman of the
Committee of Twenty.
The Georgia Tech Alumni Association's involvement in the establishment
of the ATDC is representative of a
number of projects the Alumni Association has helped successfully
promote during the past decade. At the
same time, the Alumm Association has
sought to be responsive to the needs of
alumni and provide opportunities for
alumni participation in its programs
and activities.
Several projects evolved under the
direction of the Committee of Twenty,
established as an adjunct of the alumni
association in 1969, and composed of
two alumni from each of the ten most
recent graduating classes. The primary
purpose is to promote the participation
of young alumni in the affairs of the
Alumni Association. Their energies and
talents have served the Alumni Association well.
The INTERSECT program estab-

lished in the early 70's by the Committee of Twenty has become a Homecoming tradition at Tech. The annual
program includes a luncheon and afternoon seminars oriented toward personal
or business development.
In conjunction with the ATDC, the
Committee of Twenty and other groups
helped create and nurture the annual
Atlanta High Technology Venture Capital Conference, now in its fourth year.
The purpose is to introduce private high
technology firms to Atlanta by introducing them to venture capital sources.
The conference allows high tech
companies to talk about their products,
management teams, marketing and
capital needs to potential investors.
Last fall, the Georgia Tech Alumni
Association created the Committee for
Minorities to promote the active involvement of minority alumni in the
Association.
Five years ago, the Alumni Association under went a change of command. Roane Beard, who served as
executive director for 25 years, retired
in mid 1977, and Robert H. Rice assumed the leadership position.
In discussing the role of the Alumni
Association, Beard said, "The Alumni
Association's main value, in my view, is
to keep proper records (name, class,
address, job title, accomplishments,
etc.); to provide publications such as the
Georgia Tech Alumni Magazine, Tech
Topics, Roll Call directories, information of interest to special groups, etc.;
and secondly, promote all types of
involvement.
"Broadly speaking, if the association does not provide service to the
alumni, it has no useful purpose. Our
alumni appreciate the free service of our
alumni placement service, the alumni
club organizations, the Homecoming
reunion efforts, the information from our
publications about alumni, research,
administration changes, athletics, etc.,
at Georgia Tech.
"Fund raising should come second
to service and involvement of alumni,"

Beard said. "If the Association succeeds in service, successful fund raising
will follow. Georgia Tech has won
numerous awards for fund raising. Participation is where we excelled. I hope
the emphasis will continue to be participation and involvement of alumni."
Under Bob Rice, the Alumni Association has continued to emphasize
service and involvement. There are approximately 60 Georgia Tech Alumni
Clubs around the country and abroad.
The Alumni Association maintains
computerized records of all Tech alumni
through a system which is updated
regularly. The Alumni Association has
joined with the Georgia Tech Foundation, Inc., and the Athletic Association
in adopting a new computer system that
is now being put into place and which
will make the alumni record keeping
system second to none.
There are many services and activities available to alumni who wish to
participate in the Alumni Association.
This year several hundred volunteers
are working in various capacities with
the Association.
"We are extremely grateful for the
volunteer efforts and die loyalty of our
alumni," said Bob Rice. "Without our
volunteers and their concern there
would be no Alumni Association. Our
Association serves as a bridge between
alumni and the Institute.
"We especially have provided nationally recognized leadership in our roll
call efforts with between 30-50 percent
of our alumni participating annually
during the last decade," Rice said. "The
funds raised have been a tremendous
help to Tech by allowing the institute to
maintain and develop the programs
worthy of the Tech name." •
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Waking the Sleeping Giant
By Thomas M. Stinson
aking the turn off North Avenue onto Techwood Drive,
you make it out for the first
time down at the far corner and as you
drive past the East Stands of Grant
Field, it grows as you approach, taller
and bolder than it could possibly be
made out to be in any of the publicity
photos. Four stories high and some $7
million in the making, the Arthur B.
Edge, Jr. Intercollegiate Athletic
Center in its first year of operation
became an instant focal point of the
Georgia Tech campus.
Just as quickly, it was recognized
as one of the finest structures of its kind
in the nation. It stands as a monument
to the new commitment to the Institute's
athletic program under the presidency
of Dr. Joseph M. Pettit, Jr.
The realization of the athletic facility
signified a commitment Dr. Pettit had
made much earlier. In an interview,
Dr. Pettit said the problems concerning
the athletic program during the past
decade came as an unexpected surprise.
"I didn't think the athletic side
would be as time-consuming and frustrating," Dr. Pettit said. "We went
through serious ups and downs — more
downs than ups — and we had to go
through two or three coaches. That was
a surprise that it took that much effort. I
understood what the problems were —
a lot of folks didn't think I did — and it
took time to get the house in order."
The most important step in transforming the athletic program came when
Dr. Pettit and the Tech Athletic Beard
brought Homer Rice to the Institute as
athletic director nV April of 1980.
At the press conference announcing
his hiring, Rice likened Tech's athletic
program to a sleeping giant. Ever since,
he has gone about rousing it with continuous jabs. Rice has succeeded in
bringing in eight new head coaches for
various men's and women's teams and
has established at least eight new positions within the athletic program. He
has revamped the school's athletic
fund-raising organizations. All non-
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revenue sports scholarship budgets have
been increased, some more than once.
Existing facilities have undergone
wide-scale improvements.
Soon after Rice's arrival, long-time
Tech track coach Buddy Fowlkes stated
simply, "We're taking a much more
business-like approach. Homer Rice is
the best thing that's happened over
here since ice cream, Mother's Day
and apple pie."
So much for getting off on the right
foot.

Athletic Director Homer Rice

Arriving in Atlanta with a bulging
portfolio of accomplishments, Rice hit
upon a proper place and time at Tech
and his abilities werefittedperfectly to
the task at hand.
There was his football background—
an All-American quarterback at Centre
College, the 101-9-7 high school coachi ing record, the considerable influence
upon the college game through almost a
decade on the university coaching level.
He is acknowledged as the inventor of
the triple option offense and set over 60

various NCAA, conference and school
records during his various times at Rice
University (1976-77), University of
Cincinnati (1967-68), Oklahoma
(1966) and Kentucky (1962-65).
Additionally, he prepared quarterbacks
Greg Cook (Cincinnati Bengals) and
Tommy Kramer (Minnesota Vikings)
for their NFL careers.
As an administrator, Rice's six
years as athletic director at North
Carolina (1969-75) established that
school's current sturdy posture.
During his tenure, UNC ran up 25
league championships and one NCAA
overall national championship in 1972.
After earning his bachelor of arts
degree at Centre in 1950, he completed
work on a masters degree in education
at Eastern Kentucky and recently received his Ph.D.fromColumbia Pacific.
He has writtenfivebooks and numerous
magazine articles and is a noted public
speaker.
Tech found him holding an executive job with the Cincinnati Bengals.
Rice embraced a chance to take the
challenge at Tech, stating right away,
"I've been through this many times. I
know where we will be one day. I have
insights for that."
Tech had already hired football
coach Bill Curry a few months previously — indeed Rice said that Curry's
presence made the Tech job more
appealing — and so one of the first
concerns of the new athletic director
became the bvhlding of the Edge Center.
Within two weeks of coming on the
job, Rice announced that old plans
which had called for only new football
offices and facilities would be scrapped
for a larger structure to house the entire
athletic department.
Fund-raising began without delay
and six months after Rice was on the
job, ground was broken on the facility.
The completed structure now ranks as
the state of the art in its class. Within its
65,000 square feet are housed all sports
adniinistrative offices, coaches offices,
dining rooms and conference rooms.

Similarly calculated efforts were
The ground floor houses the football
team's locker rooms, training room and made with coaching appointments.
weight room as well as locker rooms for Bobby Cremins, perhaps best remembered in the Southeast as a skinny
the track and baseball teams.
Rice also turned to the on-field guard at the University of South Caroproduct. Tech's admittance to the lina in the late '60s, was brought in to
Atlantic Coast Conference had magni- coach the basketball team. In his first
fied the emphasis on winning and the season, he promptly won more than
entire picture, from funding to image to twice as many games as the year before.
performance, needed attention.
When Jim Luck retired as baseball
"First of all, you think of success on coach to assume an assistant athletic
the conference level, then on a national directorship, Jim Morris was hired as
level," Rice said. "Ithinkfirstofallina Luck's successor. That was in line with
conference, you have a commitment. the installation of some 1,300 new
And my attitude is that while compet- seats at the Rose Bowl baseball facility.
ing in a conference, your budget is A new scoreboard is set to be installed
subject to what it takes to be competi- for the 1983 spring season.
tive. In other words, I think to get
To better meet the challenge of the
money, sometimes you have to spend ACC women's basketball program,
money."
Bernadette McGlade was brought in to
By July of 1981, all non-revenue coach, making her the first full-time
sports' scholarship budgets were bol- woman coach in Tech history.
Mike Spino was hired as cross
stered, with women's basketball, track
and baseball seeing sizable increases. country coach, Mary Ann Ingram as
At the same time, a new irrigation softball and volleyball coach, and Puggy
system was installed at Rose Bowl Blackman as golf coach. Gery Groslimond was brought in to coach tennis.
Field.
One of the first priorities was to
By October, the old basketball floor
was replaced at Alexander Coliseum. establish a marketing and promotions
By the following spring, the track at department and Rice later incorporated
Grant Field was resurfaced and relined. that with an office for sports relations,
By June, new scoreboards at Grant which will coordinate all the operations
of the sports information office, sports
Field were erected.
publications,
the Georgia Tech radio
At the fund-raising end, the Yellow
network
and
all
television involvement
Jacket Club and the Alexander-Tharpe
Fund, the two money-generating groups (Tech presents three television shows:
tied into the athletic department, were The Sideline Sports Show with Rice,
reorganized. The two were effectively The Bill Curry Show during football
merged and now operate much like the season and The Bobby Cremins Show
highly-successful Perm State Levi Lamb during the basketball season.)
The athletic accomplishments follow
Foundation or the Clemson IPTAY
a
master
plan Homer Rice has desigClub. Donations were up over 50 pernated for the athletic program.
cent the first year.
"When I came to Georgia Tech, I
immediately set in motion a master
five-year plan for restoring Yellow
Thomas M. Stinson is a sports writer for
Jackets athletics to the levels of success
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution.

once enjoyed," Rice said. "The first
year was an organizational year. We
worked very hard on getting the right
personnel into the right positions and
we began work on upgrading many of
our facilities."
"Once we had accomplished these
goals, we moved into the second year at
which time we began to implement the
plan. That is, we began to lay the
framework for the future in such areas
as fund-raising, recruiting and formation of Yellow Jackets Clubs, while at
the same time continuing the commitment to our student athletes toward
their development within the Total
Person Concept.
We are now in the third year of the
five-year plan, a year in which we want
to show progress as we continue our
growth and climb to become competitive in the Atlantic Coast Conference.
In addition, we are in the process of
seeing that many more of our varsity
sports, become full funded in order to
help meet these challenges.
"Next year, we will continue with
our facility master plan, which has
already been put into effect and has
accounted for improvements to Grant
Field, Alexander Memorial Coliseum,
the Bortell Tennis Center and Rose
Bowl baseball field and football workout area.
"During the final year, we will be
looking for signals that the competitiveness has returned to Georgia Tech and
that we are creating a positive spirit for
the total institution which will benefit
Georgia Tech in all areas."
Concerning Dr. Pettit's support,
Rice said, "His leadership as chairman of the Georgia Tech Athletic
Association Board of Trustees has
been very valuable. He has maintained
a keen interest in our progress and has
been most cooperative. His contributions include more than support, he has
helped us with many new ideas. His
superb leadership has developed a
strong commitment to fulfilling our
goals."B
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Pettit's Expertise Increases
Tech's National visibility
By Dr. Jack T. Sanderson

A

significant portion of Joe Pettit's
career has been devoted to fostering the national research
enterprise through active involvement
with the National Science Foundation
and service on the National Science
Board. Both of these institutions have
broad responsibility for the health and
vitality of the nation's scientific and
engineering enterprise and must rely
heavily on the wisdom and skills of
America's leading scientists and engineers to accomplish their tasks. The
Board, which is composed of presidentially appointed scientific and engineering professionals representing the height
of expertise and national prominence in
their fields, sets pohcy for the Foundation
and represents die most prominent voice
for the research community in the
government. Through both the Foundation and the Board, Joe Pettit has had
considerable influence and lasting
impact on American science pohcy and
made manifold personal contributions
to the well-being of research in this
country.
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Joe's work with the Foundation predates his appointment to the National
Science Board in 1977 by over 15 years.
While still Dean of the School of Engineering at Stanford, he was called upon
frequently to review proposals for education and research projects. He served
on NSF's Engineering Advisory Committee and a number of other major task
forces and panels. His commitment to
the important work of the Foundation,
and especially to excellence in the accomplishment of its mission, is a hallmark of his career, f/
During his long and distinguished
association, Joe Pettit grappled with
some of the most controversial issues in
the Foundation's history, chief among
them the relationship between basic and
applied research and NSF's support of
applied and problem-focused programs.
As a member of the Task Force on
Science Applications, he helped direct
the Foundation through a difficult evaluation of its approach to these areas.

What resulted from the work of this task
force and the deliberations of the Board
was a reorganization of NSF in March
1981, in which applied research was decentralized and each research directorate
was charged with responsibility for supporting the best research — basic and
applied—within its scope. The National
Science Board felt strongly that the
Foundation's commitment to maintaining the health of research in this country
should continue to extend beyond basic
research and that the role of engineering
should be emphasized. Joe Pettit was
one of the most ardent and unyielding
supporters of this position. He helped
form the present structure of the National Science Foundation and, as Chairman of the Subcommittee on Applied
Research of the Board's Planning and
Policy Committee, spent a year overseeing the progress of the restructured
organization.
Joe is known throughout the Foundation as a champion of engineering and
one of its strongest spokesmen on the
Board. He played a key role in the
formation of the Directorate for Engineering at NSF, another consequence of
the 1981 reorganization. Joe believes
not only in the unity of basic and applied
research, but equally in the interdependence of science and engineering.
Engineering, he felt, deserved a position
of prominence at NSF to give the Foundation an opportunity to, as he put it,
"extend the scope of fundamental support farther toward the applications-end
of the spectrum." In addition to speaking
out in favor of engineering research
before the Board, Joe worked closely
with groups inside and outside NSF to
define the charter, mission, and goals of
the new engineering directorate. His
consistently sound judgment, advice,
and advocacy have been invaluable in
its development and continued strength.
Joe's conviction that attention to and
support of engineering research and development is crucial to fostering economic growth, productivity, and the
world competitiveness of U.S. industry

Dr. Joseph M. Pettit
is a cornerstone of our philosophy in the
Directorate for Engineering.
Among the most significant and
demanding assignments of Joe Pettit's
five-year term on the National Science
Board was that of Chairman of the Committee on the Thirteenth Board Report,
better known as Science Indicators 1980. The biennial Science Indicators
series has become an indispensible
science pohcy tool, carefully read and
consulted by over 11,000 senior administrators, Congressmen, Executive
Branch officials, corporate R&D managers, and university policy-makers
worldwide. The report Joe directed was
the second to integrate interpretation
into the quantitative format. It was 40
percent more comprehensive than any
of its predecessors, being the first to contain a purely descriptive chapter on the
"Advances in Science." Designed to
give the reader a feel for the process and
significance of research, this chapter
provides a narrative context through
which to understand the statistical data.
It exists at Joe's instigation and will continue to appear in subsequent reports.
Science Indicators - 1980 also reinstated a chapter on public attitudes
toward science and technology — a resource frequently used by the NSF
Director and other senior science policy
officials. Thanks to the success of Joe's
edition of Science Indicators, the series
Dr. Jack T. Sanderson is Assistant Director
for Engineering, National Science
Foundation, Washington, D.C.

Letters
has become essential to the Congress
and its continued production by the
Board is now mandated by law.
Neither Foundation nor Board fail
to take the human considerations of
science and technology into account
and, not surprisingly, Joe has been at the
forefront of these issues as well. In
1975, the National Science Board
formed a Committee on Minorities and
Women in Science, charged with finding
means to increase the flow of these
groups into science and increase their
participation in science and engineering
research and education. Joe was an
active member of this committee, which
not only reports regularly to the full
Board but also oversees program operations within the Foundation. He hosted
this committee in Atianta in 1981, giving
its members an unprecedented opportunity to spend two days together,
engaged in lively discussion and observing the very successful work of the
Atlanta Resource Center for Science
and Engineering. Over time, the Committee's recommendations have led to
the establishment of specific programs
designed to help eliminate barriers which
discourage minorities and women from
preparing for and entering scientific
careers.
Although Joe's work with NSF and
the Board are closest to us, he also made
time to be actively involved in the
National Academy of Engineering in
the American Society for Engineering
Education as President, and in his technical society, the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc. His fine
hand has been obvious in many activities
of these organizations as well as at NSF.
Joe Pettit's personal and professional
gifts are many, and we at the Foundation feel deeply grateful that he has
shared so much with us — not only his
skill as engineer and administrator, but
also his warmth, wit, and sensitivity to the
issues and people who make our mission
both challenging and richly rewarding.
We look forward to many more years of
close association with him. •

Amy Wepking First
Woman SGA President
In your special issue magazine about
women at Tech, you mentioned on
page 13 "Ronda Ragsdale ... became
the first woman to be elected
president of the Student Government
Association." During the winter
quarter SGA elections of 1978 was
when the first woman was elected
SGA president. Her name was Amy
Wepking and I served under her as
EE representative until the SGA
elections in 1979.
Paul Colaianni
EE'79
Editor's Note: Amy Wepking,
ME'81, was indeed the first woman
to serve as the SGA president.
Ronda Ragsdale is the second
woman to be elected to that office.
Women Co-ops
I enjoyed reading your recent article
Women: 30 Years at Tech, but was
disappointed that you did not mention
the fact that Helen Gould and
Denise Ellis both served on the
Student Council as Co-op Representatives. Ms. Gould earned her
Cooperative Plan degree in engineering through a planned series of
assignments in industry, and Ms.
Ellis will earn hers shortly. The first
woman student body president was
Amy J. Wepking, who held the
position in 1978-79. Ms. Wepking
was also a co-op student.
We are quite proud of our co-op
students, and are especially proud of
the way young women have participated in the program and have found
time for assuming positions of
leadership on campus.
William H. Hitch, Director
Cooperative Division

Article is an Insult
I am writing to express my resentment at the inclusion of Senator
Paula Hawkins in the Fall 1982
issue of the Alumni magazine,
highlighting the experience of women
at Georgia Tech. Senator Hawkins'
only claim on Tech is that she
married a graduate. Her inclusion as
the subject of a feature article is an
insult to all of the women who have,
in the last 30 years, worked long and
hard to earn their degrees. Though
the analogy is not exact, she reminds
me of nothing so much as the
caricature of women at Tech as being
there to study the engineers, not
engineering.
Mark A. Richards
EE '74, Ph.D. EE '82

Editor's Note: While it is true that
Senator Paula Hawkins is not a
Tech graduate, neither was she at
Tech studying engineers. The
daughter of a U.S. Navy ROTC
instructor at Tech, she was attending
Utah State University when she
accepted a marriage proposal of a
Tech student, Gene Hawkins.
During his senior year, she worked
to help pay the bills and meet the
expenses of earning a college degree.
The "Mistress of Patience in
Husband Engineering" degree is
simply a way of recognizing that, for
a married couple, earning a degree
is very often a "team" effort. And
although there is a certain "tonguein-cheek" nature associated with the
degree, the tribute it pays to the
sacrifices the spouse of a Tech
student makes is sincere. The fact
that this degree has been widely
imitated by other colleges and
universities verifies that this type of
recognition is deserving.
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TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS IN
THE AIR FORCE.

Computer-generated design for investigating
structural strengths and weaknesses.

Developing and managing Air
Force engineering projects could
be the most important, exciting
challenge of your life. The
projects extend to virtually every
engineering frontier.

astronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.
PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

8 CAREER FIELDS
FOR ENGINEERS

m

Air Force mechanical engineer inspecting
aircraft jet engine turbine.

Air Force electrical engineer studying aircraft
electrical power supply system.

Engineering opportunities in
the Air Force include these
eight career areas: aeronautical,
aerospace, architectural,

Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
pew airborne electronic system
to pinpoint radiating targets.
Another engineer tested the jet
engines for advanced tanker and
cargo aircraft.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Artist's concept of the DSCS III Defense Satellite
Communications System satellite. (11SAF photo.)

Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems.This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.
To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366).There's no
obligation.

AIM HIGH
AIR FORCE

* ?
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C&S offers you
statewide convenience
You'll find a C&S Bank just about
anywhere you go in Georgia. And
any one can help you in applying for
discount brokerage services. Or, you
can call the special number listed
here.
In any case, you'll get a monthly
statement that shows all your transactions, month-end position, margin
debits, interest credits, and more.
Your account is carried by Fidelity.
Fidelity is a member of SIPC, which
protects securities customers of its
members in liquidation up to
$500,000 (limited to $100,000 for
claims for cash). An explanatory
brochure is available upon request.
COMPARISON OF COMMISSION AMOUNTS

Full Service Commission
C&S Commission

200 Shares
(9 $15

400 Share:
(« $25

1000 Shares
(s $20

SHARES TRANSACTED

If you choose
your own stocks and bonds,
C&S could save you
40% to 70% in brokers fees
When it comes to investing in the
stock market, you know what you're
doing. And at C&S, we can help you
do it for less.
With just a phone call to C&S, you
can buy or sell common stocks (listed
or unlisted), preferred stocks, options,
or debt securities—all for no more
than a minimum cornrnission.
For some transactions, that could
mean a savings to you of 40% to
70% ofstandard brokerage fees?
It's exdusively designed for
the do-it-yourself investor
C&S Discount Brokerage Services
certainly won't replace your need
for advice, research information, or
investor publications.
C&S does not give advice on the
' Based on a 1982 telephone survey of full-cost brokerage firms.

purchase or sale of securities. We act
as your agent in placing your orders
with Fidelity Brokerage Services,
Inc., one of the country's largest
discount brokers.
We offer a simple, professional
way to invest that will save you
money. And by spending less on
commissions, you can get more
investment for your investment
dollar. Just how much you'll save
working through C&S will differ,
depending on your investment, but
the chart will give you an idea.
Using one of the most sophisticated brokerage systems in the
industry, your transactions can be
executed within minutes.
And we'll confirm your order by
phone and in writing.

With C&S Discount Brokerage
Services, you can choose from two
types of accounts—cash or margin.
Both offer competitive rates, and
there is no prepayment for
commissions.
For more information on C&S
Discount Brokerage Services, and
how to open your account, call us
toll-free.
It's never been easier to buy or
sell securities.Call 1-800-282-6043
After you have opened your account,
just follow these simple steps to
trade with C&S.
1. Provide the C&S Discount
Brokerage Representative with the
name of the security you wish to
buy or sell, and the amount involved.
2. This will be read back to you
for confirmation.
3. The transaction will take place
within moments of your phone call.
4. You will be mailed a written
confirmation of your order.
The Citizens and Southern Banks
in Georgia.

DISCOUNT BROKERAGE
We're here to make investing easy
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TECHNOLOGY P A R K I N ! *
Where lakes are not a hazard.
Here, in fact, they're an asset. As are the
tall hardwoods and evergreens. The meticulously landscaped open spaces. And
the winding, scenic drives.
In short, Technology Park offers 300
beautiful acres of the most stimulating
working environment you can find. And
that's why it's become a home for a host
of prominent corporations with scientific,
industrial, or research orientations.
Come discover the beauty and the spirit
of Technology Park.

TECHNOLOGY PARKMTWNI4
The harmony of science and business.
For information on leasing, building to suit, or sites for sale, contact
Charles R. Brown. Technology Park Atlanta. 150 Technology Park. Norcross, Georgia 30092. 404 448 7280
Pictured above is the Sangamo Weston headquarters building.
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